did little and soon became dormant.) Despite Doering's refusal to support Humphrey, his office received a letter on 2 August stating that his name would appear shortly in an advertisement in the New York Times listing "Professors for Humphrey" unless he notified the Humphrey camp otherwise. Doering was out of the country, but his secretary called the Humphrey camp and suggested that Doering's name be dropped. She was informed that Humphrey aides had been in touch with Doering and had cleared the use of his name. Actually, no one had contacted Doering. The ad appeared (with Doering's name misspelled), and Doering forced the Humphrey camp to run a retraction ad in the Times. A somewhat similar experience befell Felix Bloch, the Stanford Nobelist, who also declined Humphrey's invitation but then found his name listed in the ad and subsequently won a retraction. The Humphrey ad even listed a man long dead. Bloch Since the end of the mission of the Soviet Union's Zond 5 spacecraft on 21 September, U.S. observers have interpreted Zond 5 as being an unmanned precursor of a manned lunar mission. While we agree with that specific view, we feel that there is strong evidence that Zond 5 is also a precursor of an unmanned planetary mission of much greater capability than has been heretofore believed possible.
It is obvious also that a new, larger launch vehicle is now being used for lunar flights. Presumably this is the "Proton"-class system predicted in 1966 [Science 151, 945 (1966) ].
The most striking evidence for the unmanned-planetary-mission interpretation 11 OCTOBER 1968 comes from the official Soviet report which emphasized that Zond 5 is a major advance in space technology relevant to planetary exploration:
. . . However, none of these automatic apparatus* was brought back to earth, since at that stage of development, space technology was not able to cope with this task. The scientific information that was obtained was transmitted from the apparatus via radiotelemetry channels. However, no matter how perfect radiotelemetry and television may be for transmitting information, their capability is to some extent limited. Moreover, some of the information obtained by the scientific apparatus * The phrase "these automatic apparatus" refers to all previous Soviet lunar and planetary space- of the Zond 5 spacecraft to unmanned planetary flights comes from the description of the spacecraft in the same article, and from the drawing that accompanies the article. For example, the spacecraft is reported to have solar power unlike that of any other lunar probes so far launched. The drawing shows large solar panels of the same general configuration as those of planetary spacecraft of the Mars 1, Zond 3, Venus 2, Venus 3, and Venus 4 type. Indeed, the overall configuration is very similar to that of Venus 4 except that Zond 5 is much larger. The spherical compartment presumably used for manned reentry is located at one end, as was the spherical capsule of Venus 4, and the midcourse motor is at the opposite end of the cylindrical spacecraft body. Housekeeping functions are carried out in the middle section (the "orbital compartment" of the previous planetary spacecraft). In addition, Zond 5 is shown with a very large high-gain antenna mounted on one side of the middle of the cylinder, parallel with the solar panel, as is the case in all previous planetary spacecraft. Indeed, the antenna shown seems unnecessarily large for any lunar mission.
Thus, the Soviet descriptions of the Zond 5 not only state that it is a precursor to their next step in unmanned planetary exploration but supply technical details which support that view.
In conclusion, we make these points: 1) Testing of the Zond 5 system at this time suggests that the Soviets may intend to launch such a system at the coming Mars launch opportunity, in late February or early March 1969.
2) The Soviet news release of 25 September suggests that Zond 5 had a recoverable film system for procuring lunar photographs. The Luna 3, Zond 3, and Luna 12 film-readout system was not improved significantly between 1959 (Luna 3) and 1967 (Luna 12). The Soviets need a new and better photographic system. Thus, we speculate that they may be planning a flyby-and-return mission to Mars with film recovery.
3) The Soviets have previously attemped to launch both an entry-capsule spacecraft and a photographic flyby at a single planetary launch opportunity (that is, Venus 2 and Venus 3). Hence, we suggest that it is possible that they plan to launch two systems of the Zond 5 class during the coming winter, one a survivable lander system, possibly with a relay satellite, and the other a flybyand-return mission with film recovery. 
